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A MESSAGE FROM
REBECCA SIMONS
DIRECTOR FOR JEWISH LIFE AT DUKE

2016–2017 was a year of milestones for Jewish Life at Duke. Jewish students were more engaged than ever before, the Freeman Center for Jewish Life celebrated 18 years on campus, and our community exhibited unprecedented support.

At Jewish Life at Duke, we aim to provide students with multiple entry points into the Jewish community on campus and multiple opportunities to participate in meaningful Jewish experiences. Our work is guided by Hillel International’s extensive research demonstrating that relationship building is a crucial factor in a student’s continued engagement with Jewish life.

It has been deeply gratifying to see our efforts bearing fruit. In the 2016-17 academic year, 70% of Duke’s Jewish undergraduates participated in at least one JLD experience; more than 30% participated in multiple or in-depth experiences. These figures meet Hillel International’s benchmarks for “excellence” and place Jewish Life at Duke among an elite group of Hillel’s across North America.

Beyond Durham, Duke’s entire Jewish community marked the 18th anniversary of the Freeman Center for Jewish Life. Capped by a festive evening in New York City, the anniversary year paid tribute to the hard work, generosity, and foresight of all who helped make the dream of a dedicated home for Jewish life part of the Duke reality.

None of these accomplishments would have been possible without the guidance and support of the members of Jewish Life at Duke’s Advisory Board, who throughout the year went above and beyond for Duke’s Jewish community. I am grateful as well to the many parents, alumni, and friends whose generosity helps Jewish life at Duke thrive. It is an honor to be part of a Duke Jewish community that supports each other and provides for our students. Each of you is a true partner in this work. With your help we will go from strength to strength.

Thank you!
Over the last two years we increased donor participation by 30%. Just as significant, we more than doubled our annual operating support, which will enable us to expand student programming. These are impressive results in just a short period of focus. I am confident this is only the beginning of our very exciting growth going forward.

What made the 2016–17 fiscal year especially memorable was the yearlong celebration of the 18th anniversary of the Freeman Center for Jewish Life. Freeman18 shined a spotlight on everything we offer Duke’s students and by doing so inspired an outpouring of tributes and generosity from alumni and parents. Their overwhelming enthusiasm is a testament to the growing strength of our community.

We at Duke are fortunate to have a wonderful Jewish community and we can all be proud of our accomplishments. Nevertheless, we cannot take it for granted. It is up to all of us to ensure continued growth and prosperity for generations to come. Thank you.

HEATH FREEMAN ’02
Chair of the Advisory Board
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

Jewish Life at Duke offers numerous opportunities for students to express Jewish identity, explore Jewish values, and connect to Judaism and the Jewish people. Student engagement with Jewish life takes many forms, from participation in student groups and programs to conversations with staff.

 Participation in JLD programs rose by 44% over the past year, from 3,600 attendees in 2015–2016 to 5,200 attendees in 2016–2017.

 A full 70% of Duke’s Jewish undergraduate students participated in a JLD program or met one-on-one with a member of the staff.

 More than 30% of Jewish students on campus participated in multiple events or in-depth experiences.

STUDENT GROUPS

In the 2016–17 academic year, Duke students established two new student groups, the Untitled Identity Project and a Duke chapter of TAMID, bringing the total number of student groups affiliated with JLD to eight.

CHALLAH FOR HUNGER
Challah for Hunger holds monthly Challah baking sessions, then sells the challah on campus. Proceeds go to organizations fighting hunger.

DUKE FRIENDS OF ISRAEL
Duke Friends of Israel is a non-partisan group whose programs are designed to increase appreciation for all aspects of Israel throughout the Duke community.

COALITION FOR PRESERVING MEMORY
Coalition for Preserving Memory, focusing on genocide and Holocaust awareness, is dedicated to memorializing genocide victims from the 20th and 21st centuries.

DUKE ISRAEL PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (DIPAC)
Duke Israel Public Affairs Committee works closely with the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), America’s pro-Israeli lobby, to achieve peace and strengthen the U.S.-Israel relationship.
J STREET U DUKE
J Street U at Duke is part of the national, student-led network that promotes U.S. involvement in a peace treaty and two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

UNTITLED IDENTITY PROJECT
Untitled Identity Project aims to ignite discussions about the pivotal role of the media and how the media affects people with different backgrounds, ethnicities, identities and perspectives. In 2017 it joined with “The Other,” a recognized student group on campus focused on identity.

REMEMBERING SAVANNAH GOODMAN ’18
Jewish Life at Duke mourns the loss of Savannah Goodman ’18, who died December 19, 2016 after complications from a bone marrow transplant. Diagnosed with an immune deficiency disorder at Duke Hospital at age 6, Savannah was fulfilling her lifelong dream as a pre-med student at Duke. Her goal was to become a pediatric immunologist so that she could treat children like herself. Savannah was active with Jewish Life at Duke and the Duke Student Wellness Center, served as a tour guide for the Admissions Office, and loved Duke Basketball.

Speaking at Savannah’s memorial service in her hometown of St. Augustine, Florida, Rabbi Elana Friedman said, “Savannah was one in a million. No one had a bad word to say about her. She was the center of her of family—the glue that encouraged more time together, more love should be shared, more laughter, more joy. She was a great daughter, the kindest granddaughter, the best sister, the best niece, and the best friend. No one wanted to live more than she did, and no one lived as much as Savannah did. Savannah lived a very big life in too short a time.”

BARUCH DAYAN EMET.
Blessed is the Source of Truth that encompasses life and death.

SAVANNAH LIVED A VERY BIG LIFE IN TOO SHORT A TIME.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
Jewish Student Union aims to build an inclusive Jewish community through fun, diverse, and engaging programming and to foster friendships across the Jewish campus community.

TAMID
TAMID offers students an experiential business education through the lens of the Israeli economy.

Challah for Hunger
Coalition for Preserving Memory
Duke Israel Public Affairs Committee
Jewish Student Union
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

HOLLYWOOD@DUKE

On September 13, 2016, a group of Hollywood entertainment industry notables stepped off the red carpet and onto Duke’s campus. The occasion? A panel discussion about Hollywood and how Jewish identity is expressed in film and TV. Co-sponsored by Jewish Life at Duke, Hollywood@Duke was organized by a group of students as an initiative of the Untitled identity Project, a newly formed student group. Michael Schoenfeld, Duke’s Vice President for Public Affairs and Government Relations, moderated a lively discussion with actor Mark Feuerstein, studio executive Greg Silverman, executive producer Doug Robinson, actress and writer Hannah Friedman, casting director Amy Lippens, and agent Ann Blanchard.

Supported through the generosity of the Freeman Family Program Fund

COALITION FOR PRESERVING MEMORY’S SURVIVOR SPEAKER SERIES: HELGA LUDEN

On March 30, 2017, Holocaust survivor Helga Luden visited campus to share her story as part of CPM’s Survivor Speaker Series. Luden, the grandmother of Lucy Greenwald ’20, told how her family—the only Jews in the small town of Ulmen, Germany—were swept up in the rising anti-Semitism of the 1930s. Her father was sent to a concentration camp and Luden and her mother were interred at the Gurs camp in southwest France. “I relive these memories over and over. Sometimes I want to and sometimes I don’t,” Luden said. “But it’s so important for young people to hear this.” Miraculously, Luden and her parents survived and were reunited after the war. Commenting on recent acts of hate and anti-Semitism, Luden declared, “We ought to help each other. We’re all human beings.”
THE 6TH ANNUAL DUKE B’NAI MITZVAH PROGRAM

Mazel Tov to Jessica Matthys '17 and Alex Merriman '17, who on February 18, 2017 became the ninth and tenth Duke students to celebrate their B’nai Mitzvah through Jewish Life at Duke. Hundreds of family members and friends turned out for the Saturday morning service and, later, for an over-the-top themed party organized by the Jewish Student Union.

MY WEEKLY MEETINGS WITH RABBI ELANA WERE SO ENJOYABLE. I LOVED LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF JUDAISM AND HOW CONTEMPORARY JEWS ENGAGE WITH THEIR RELIGION... I FEEL MORE INTEGRATED WITH THE COMMUNITY NOW THAT I’VE UNDERGONE THIS EXPERIENCE.

- ALEX MERRIMAN '17

Made possible through the generosity of the Freeman Family Program Fund

EXAMINING LIFE’S BIG QUESTIONS: THE JEWISH LEARNING FELLOWSHIP

The 2016–17 academic year marked the Duke campus debut of the Jewish Learning Fellowship (JLF), a 10-week experiential, conversational seminar for students who are interested in deepening their understanding of Judaism, on their own terms. Offered in both the fall and spring semesters and led by Rabbi Elana Friedman, the seminar focused on “Life’s Big Questions.” Students grappled with topics such as friendship, intimacy, collaboration, and how we disagree, and explored the Jewish perspective on these issues. A total of 22 students participated.

The Jewish Learning Fellowship was developed at the Bronfman Center for Jewish Student Life at NYU and is offered to additional campuses with support from Hillel International.

THIS CLASS WAS A TON OF FUN – CONSISTENTLY A HIGHLIGHT OF MY WEEK. I FEEL REALLY COMFORTABLE IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY HERE, LARGELY BECAUSE OF THIS CLASS.

- STUDENT PARTICIPANT
Nearly 100% of Jewish Life at Duke’s operating budget comes from contributions. The 2016–17 fiscal year saw strong gains in participation levels and dollars raised for operating and program support, thanks to the generosity of alumni, parents, and friends.

A PASSION FOR ISRAEL: BETTINA & SPENCER WAXMAN AND JORDAN FEIGER

Comprehensive Israel engagement and educational programming have never been more vital on college campuses. In the 2016–17 fiscal year, Jewish Life at Duke’s Israel program took a giant step forward, thanks to two generous multi-year commitments.

A contribution from Spencer Waxman ’86, P’21 and his wife Bettina P’21 marked the culmination of years of involvement with Jewish Life at Duke and Israel. Spencer has served on JLD’s Advisory Board since 2008 and is proud to have played a role in JLD’s development over the years. He is particularly excited that his gift will help support Duke’s Jewish Agency Israel Fellow. “When I was at Duke in the 80’s, there were far fewer ways for students to get involved and learn about Israel than my son Alec ’21 will have today. I’ve been impressed with the impact that the Israel Fellow makes on campus and am honored to help further the growth of the program.”

Jordan Feiger ’82 chose to support JLD’s Israel program because of his deep-seated belief that “it is our obligation, as Jews and as Americans, to actively and passionately support a strong and vibrant Israel. In support of this objective, I am proud to be a part of Jewish Life at Duke’s Israel program. It is my hope that outreach and education such as this will help to overcome some of the inaccurate and misleading news about Israel in the media and many college campuses.”

PARENT GIVING

Duke parents are enthusiastic champions of JLD and its efforts to support their children on their Jewish journeys.

Jordan Feiger ’82

YOUNG ALUMNI GIVING

The third annual Tobacco Road Tzedakah Cup challenge saw JLD’s young alumni score their third consecutive victory against Carolina’s young alumni.
2017 marked the 18th anniversary of the Freeman Center for Jewish Life, and the occasion demonstrated yet again how much Duke’s Jewish community cares. A record number of alumni and parents stepped up to show their support, with more than 50 families joining the Freeman18 Honorary Committee with donations of $5,000+. The highpoint of the anniversary year was a March 6, 2017 gala evening in New York City. Headlining the event were Duke’s then-Chair of the Board of Trustees David M. Rubenstein ‘70 and the three Freeman siblings—Danyelle ‘96, Amanda ‘98, and Heath ‘02. Actor and Dukie-by-marriage Mark Feuerstein was the evening’s emcee. More than 330 alumni, parents, and friends turned out to celebrate with them.
ENDOWMENT DONORS
Jewish Life at Duke gratefully acknowledges those whose endowment gifts have helped ensure our long-term financial stability.
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Sheri & Michael Besmer
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Sheila & Mark Black
Laurie & Jonathan Blank
Cindy & Ian Block
Leora & Paul Bloom
Suzanne & Greg Bloom
David Blue
Beth & Stuart Blumenstock
Marsha & Alan Bramowitz
Nancy & Russell Broadus
Charles Brudney
Lara Samet Buchwald
Ann Bussel
Stephanie Butnick
Anna & Darin Buxbaum
Sandy & Harvey Cohen
Susan & Neil Cohen
Barbara Collins
Debra & Felix Cook
Tara Cook-Littman & Owen Littman
Lia Cromwell
Madeline & Steven D’Alessio
Alys & Steven Daniels
Joshua Danziger
Erica Dao & Steven Hao
Suzanne & Bradley Davis
Rebecca Dell
Dara & Maury Demner
Heidi & Joel DiCicco
Aaron Dmuszewicz
Amanda & Andrew Domenico
Jill & John Dvorkin
Deborah & Charles Eckberg
Melissa & Jason Eisenberg
Leah & Jeffrey Epstein
Ada & Dror Ezroni
Irene Faust
Deena & Clifford Feibus
Amy & David Feldman
Christine Ferraro-Bloomfeld & Richard Bloomfeld
Fay & Stanley Fink
Robin & Benjamin Fink
Norman Finkelstein
June Firestone
Peter Fishman
Sherri & Barry Flaks
Bryan Fleming
Penny & James Fleming
Jean Fleschute & Eugene Kroch
Marjorie & Charles Flink
Ashley & Jacob Flomenberg
Brian Fried
Daniel Friedman
Paula & Howard Friedman
Andrea Galambos & Jose Claudio Figueiredo De Souza
Michele & Mitchell Garber
Glenda & Scott Garland
Jayson Garmizo
David Gastwirth
Lois & Jerome Gavcovich
Erica Berg Gavin & Douglas Gavin
Natalie Geisler
Lynn Giles-Harris & Douglas Gavin
Brittany Glassberg
Benjamin Goldenberg
Shayna & Brian Goldfarb
Leonard Goldfarb
Deborah Goldman & Howard Levine
Lenore & Richard Goldsmith
Bernard Goldstein
Gwen & Ronald Goldstein
Barbara & Oliver Goldstein
Abby & Steven Gorlick
Susan & J. Michael Gower
Stephanie & Brett Gratz
Jennifer Grausman
Denise & Peter Gray
Matthew Greenberg
Laura & Harold Gutmann
Carol & Daniel Haft
Carolyn Heiman
Diane & Bruce Heiman
Andrew Henick
Sarah Himmelfarb
Molly Himmelstein
Hillary & Eric Hirschhorn
Addison & Tal Hirshberg
Michelle & Ross Honig
Judith & Donald Horowitz
Maxwell Horowitz
Aliza Inbari
Rachel & Michael Jacobs
Leigh & Adam Jaffe
Meredith Josephs & Matthew Mariani
Diane & Michael Kahky
Jill & Louis Kaiser
Cheryl Bondy Kaplan & Mark Kaplan
Daniel Kaplan
Kathryn & Seth Kaplan
Dana & Todd Katz
Joy & Larry Katz
Peggy & Robert Kaufman
Regina & Steven Kaufman
Rhonda & Jeffrey Kaye
Dena Kaye-Phillips
Whitney Keefe & David Snider
Rayna Keenan
Brady Klein
Paulette & Ronald (z”l) Koch
Lori Konolige
Julia Korenman & Howard Tracer
Linda Kornberg & Stephen Glantz
Daniel Kornblau
Lisa & Kenneth Kornblau
Ronnie Kramer
Ruth & David Kreger
Marian Krugman
Lawrence Laifer
Suzanne & John Landa
Michael Landerer
Roger Lash
Melissa & Andrew Lawson
Shoon Ledyard
Danielle Lefland
Radine Legum
Michael Leib
Lisa & Michael Leiva
Jeffrey Lerman
Selma & Harold Lerner
Seth Lerner
Bret Lesavoy
Leslee & Lewis Levey
Jason Levine
Lauren & David Levinson
Lauren & Paul Levitan
Melissa Levy-Wade
Barbara & Jerry Lewin
Ivy & Harold Lewis
Stephanie & Craig Lewis
Rochelle Lieberman
Lauren & Bradley Liebmann
Lawrence Lioz
Hong Hosanna Liu & Yu Liu
Donna & John Loturco
Michal & William Loventhal
Kaitlin & Eric Lu
Laura Newland Lukens
Terri & Steve Luxenberg
Sabrina Magid-Katz & Adam Katz
Becca & Matthew Makover
Eden & Rex Manseau
The Marder Family
Linda McBride
Carol McMichael
Michelle McMichael
Diana & Ari Medoff
Morton Meltzer
Julia & Lawrence Mendelow
Marc Mendelson
Alexandra & Andrew Meyerson
Jean Michelson & Ronald Shorr
Phyllis Migdal-Davis & Raphael Davis
Sheila & Sam Miglarese
Caroline & Bret Miller
William Miller
Daniel Justin Mintzer
Daphne & Yaakov Mizrahi
Keren Mizrahi & Aaron Niedermayer
Jacob Moroshek
Jane & Jeremy Moskowitz
Susan Heneson Moskowitz
& Steven Moskowitz
Sue Moss & Michael Weiner
Elyse & Isaac Nagiel
Kathleen & Steven Neibart
Rebecca Neman
The Nemirof Family
Tina & Emanuel Newmark
Edward Ney
Mariam Ng & Kok Seng Toh
Roy Niedermayer
Jo-Anne & Fred Novice
Jane & David Novick
Marci & Adam Oberfeld
Vivian Olkin & Sim Sitkin
Ellen Oppenheimer & Kenneth Tauber
Ronald Oser
Linda & Eric Osserman
Mabel & Manuel Otero
Melissa Oyer
Jake Palmer
Sondra Panico & Stuart Levin
Marla & Matthew Paper
Robin Paradny
Stacey Parks
Michele Pas & Barry Poss
Sherry & Lorne Paskin
Amy & Frederick Paulenich
Ann & William Peyser
David Pfeffer
Nicole Pilevsky & Joseph Osheroff
Alaina Pleetman
Joshua Polikov
Robert Preminger & Pamela Friedman
Barbara & Daniel Prywes
Norman Rabin
Alisha & Andrew Reiben
Sherri & Abraham Reich
Barbara R. Renner
Kimberly & Nicholas Renner
Ilana Ressler & Jared Dinkes
Deborah Rick
James Tucker Risman
Glenn Rivkees
Marsha & Mark Rose
Kim & Stephen Rosen
THANK YOU TO ALL OUR DONORS

Jean & John Rosenberg
Dorene Rosenbloom-Mirman & Morton Mirman
Carol & Martin Rosenblum
Esther & Joseph Rosenfeld
Nancy & Carl Rosenkrantz
Linda & Robert Rothman
Jennifer Rothschild
Carolyn & Benjamin Rubenstein-Spoont
Mary-Bob & Jack Rubenstein
Lao Rubert & Stephen Schewel
Jill Rubin
Anne & Gary Salenger
Stacy & Jeffrey Sandler
Julie Sandorf & Michael Weinberger
Chelsea Sassouni
Marilyn & Melvin Satlof
Wendy & Philip Schaefer
Samantha Schafrank
Jacqueline Schindler
Deborah & Adam Schneider
Caryn Schorr
Carol & David Sclove
Heather & Mark Segal
Melissa Segal & Aaron Miller
Shana & Richard Senzel
Jacqueline van der Horst Sergent & Herve’ Sergent
Stacey Sern & Jonathan Greenberg
Faye & Gary Shapiro
Justin Shapiro
Greg Sherwin
Judith & Lewis Siegel
Rebecca & Elliot Silver
Marjorie Silverman & Mark Guffey
Zachary Silverman
Marla & David Simon
Joel & Barbara Smith
Deborah Snyder & Giorgio Kulp
Jessica & Joshua Solera
Jennifer Solomon
Emily Spiera
Beth & Immanuel Spira
Ann & Robert Spoont
Denise & Douglas Sprung
Robert Stein
Scott Steinberg
Jody & Jeffrey Steren
Lenore Stern
Nella & David Stern
Bonnie & Jeffrey Stevens
Susan & David Stollwerk
Nancy Strauss
Stacy & Gary Suskauer
Marla & David Susser
Laura Svetkey & Charles van der Horst
Gail Tabak & Jason Paul
Harrie & Bradley Tabak
Cheryl & Alan Talmidar
Marcy & Steven Tannenbaum
Emily & Edward Teufel
Alethea Yi Rui Toh
Stephanie Villafuerte & Seth Grob
Gladys Villegas & Michael Seidman
Kimberly & David Wachen
Melissa Wachtel
Sherry & Lawrence Wachtel
Charlene Waldman
Susan & Simeon Wallis
Maureen & Leonard Weil
Roberta Weiss & James Edelstein
Stephanie Weiss
Nina & Stanley Weitzner
Deborah & Allan Weksberg
Susan & George Welton
Gwen & Howard Werman
Dina & Etan Wiesen
Joan P. Wohl
Joan & Terris Wolff
Stacey Wolfson
Ashley Wolitzer
Marilyn Chan Wong & Andrew Chan
Janine Wulfsohn & Lee Rubin
Alison & David Wynn
Benjamin Yaffe
David Yassky
Aubrey Yen & Jason Engel
Marissa Zarco
Adam Zell
Landon Zimmer
Sara Beth Zivitz
Eugenie Kleinerman Zwelling & Leonard Zwelling

GIFTS IN KIND

Leslie & Howard Chatzinoff
Dylan’s Candy Bar
Barbara & Irwin Kremen
Dawn Schefer Spiera

GIFTS IN MEMORY

Marvin Backerman
by Gay & Michael Snow
Frederick A. Berger
by Celeste & Daniel Strohl
Herman Bernard
by Dina & Etan Wiesen
Myles Beskind
by Marcie Beskind
Helen & Henry Bienefeld & the family members who perished in the Holocaust
by The Bienefeld Family
Eli Chatzinoff
by Leslie & Howard Chatzinoff
Matvey Cherches
by Gisela & Igor Cherches
Brian & Harriet Freeman
by Amanda Freeman, Danyelle Freeman & Josh Resnick, Jane & Heath Freeman, Robin & Robert Waldman
Stanley Joseph Garber
by Michele & Mitchell Garber
Albert Goldfarb
by Leonard Goldfarb
Vicki Haberman
by Gay & Michael Snow
Richard Eliot Horman
by Arielle & Jeffrey Grill
Julie Jacobs
by Brady Klein
Robert Kramer
by Ronnie Kramer
Claire Lewis
by Stephanie & Craig Lewis
Shirley Moses
by Norman Finkelstein
Morrell Ordesky
by Gay & Michael Snow
Ann Parker
by Kaitlin & Eric Lu
GIFTS IN HONOR

Salo Abraham
by Margaret Davidson Abraham

Albert Berkowitz
by Nina & Fabian Oberfeld

Davin Bialow
by Stacey & Todd Bialow

Rachel Berlowe Binder
by Elaine Kotell Binder & Richard Binder

Jason Black
by Mark & Sheila Black

Emily Bramowitz & Melissa Bramowitz
by Marsha & Alan Bramowitz

Chicken Soup Hotline
by Amy & Frederick Paulenich

Duke’s 2017 B’nai Mitzvah
by Celeste & Daniel Strohl

Noah Eckberg
by Deborah & Charles Eckberg

18th anniversary of the Freeman Center
by Lindsay & Maurice Blanco,
Amanda Freeman, Sarah Himmelfarb,
Marcie & Jordan Pantzer, Lori Rubin
& Seth Frank, Dana Seshens & Robert
Kresberg, Rachel Simon & Ron Rothblatt,
Karen & Tyler Zachel

Joel Fleishman
by Diana & Ari Medoff

Amanda Freeman
by Sue Moss & Michael Weiner

Danyelle, Amanda, & Heath Freeman
by Lisa & Jeffrey Blau

The Birth of Hazel Stewart Freeman
by Marc Mendelson, Dana & Brad
Needleman, Gail & Mark Illan Silberman,
Marilyn & Jeffrey Tabak

Rabbi Elana Friedman
by Judith Ruderman; Deborah Jean
Snyder & Giorgio Kulp

Jared Garland & Samantha Garland
by Glenda & Scott Garland

William Griffith
by Susan & David Stollwerk

Steve Himmelstein
by Molly Himmelstein

Sam Honig’s election as President
of the JSU Board
by Michelle & Ross Honig

Jewish Life at Duke Staff
by Lauren & Bradley Liebmann

Blake Kaplan ’18
by Fern & Steven Kaplan

Grandson Matthew Levenson
by Phyllis & George Asch

Ethan Levine’s Graduation
by Lisa & Richard Levine

Dan Levitan
by Addison & Tal Hirshberg

Victoria, Jacob, & Michelle Meyerson
by Aleksandra & Geoffrey Meyerson

Larry Moneta
by Ben Abram

Shane Neibart ’16
by Kathleen & Steven Neibart

Alexis Sherwin
by Greg Sherwin

Sarah Shore
by Stacey & Dan Levitan

Maxwell Silverstein ’20
by Jan & Neil Silverstein

Rebecca Simons
by Abby & Steven Gorlick

Jeffrey Tabak
by Bari Seiden-Young

Ethan, Seth, & Aviva Weiss
by Joanna & Matt Weiss

Eli on the path by Lisa & Jeffrey Blau

The Legacy Society
Honoring alumni and friends who have who have made a planned gift or included Jewish Life at Duke in their estate plans.

Dr. Richard & Judy Berg
Scott Richard Berg & Freddi Lipstein
Frances K. Burka & Leonard W. Burka (z’l)
Lawrence L. Friedman
Barbara Gaden & John B. Mann
Estate of Dorothy Kamsy
Ellen P. Myerberg & N. James Myerberg
Judith L. Ruderman
Philip Sassower & Susan Oppenheimer Sassower
Laurie Silvers & Mitchell Rubenstein

To learn more about supporting the future of our Jewish community and Duke, please contact Jeremy Arkin in the Office of Gift Planning at 919-613-6195 or by email at jeremy.arkin@duke.edu.

We make every effort to acknowledge our supporters properly and apologize for any errors. If you have been listed incorrectly, please let us know so that we can correct it in the future.
JEWISH LIFE AT
DUKE STAFF

Rebecca Simons
Director for Jewish Life at Duke
rebecca.simons@duke.edu

Rabbi Elana Friedman
Campus Rabbi
elana.friedman@duke.edu

Sarah Himmelfarb
Associate Director for External Relations
sarah.himmelfarb@duke.edu

Lena Wegner
Assistant Director for External Relations
lena.wegner@duke.edu

P. Renee Moore
Manager, Operations and Events
renee.moore@duke.edu

Ethan Helfand
Associate Director for Programs and Leadership
ethan.helfand@duke.edu

Mishael Hershkowitz
Jewish Agency Israel Fellow
mishael.hershkowitz@duke.edu

Tony Snipes
Staff Assistant
tony.snipes@duke.edu

ADVISORY BOARD
FY 2017

Zoila Airall, ex officio
Karen Berman J.D. ‘92, P’20
Jason Black ‘05
Dean Brenner ‘82, P’17
Leslie Chatzinoff P’11, P’15, P’21
Amanda Freeman ‘98
Danyelle Freeman ‘96
Heath Freeman ‘02
Jane Hegleman Freeman
Erica Berg Gavin ‘96
Scott Gorlick ‘11
Sheree Cooper Levy ‘89, P’18, P’21
Laura Lieber, Faculty
Larry Moneta, ex officio
Josh Resnick
Benjamin Rubenstein-Spoont ‘07
Carolyn Rubenstein-Spoont ‘07
Amy Schorr P’10, P’14
Justin Segal ‘05
Sarah Shore P’20
Gail Silberman P’11
Dawn Spiera P’16, P’18, P’21
Jeffrey Tabak ’79, J.D. ’82, P’04, P’08
Marilyn Tabak ’79, P’04, P’08
Gregg Tenser ‘89
Spencer Waxman ‘86, P’21
Matt Weiss ‘00
Elizabeth Heyman Winter ’03
Jim Woldenberg ’86

Special thanks to outgoing 2017 Advisory Board members Dean Brenner and Erica Berg Gavin.